
CPE – Writing
Review III - in class

You are employed by an online tourist guide and have been asked to write
the review of a new escape room which has recently opened in the town.
Describe the options available.  Give your impression of the originality,
service, and value for money and say whether you would recommend it or
not.
 

WRITE your review in 280-320 words
……………………………………………………………….……………………………….

CHECKLIST 
Content:
   Number what you have to do⃣
.   Make sure you have answered to all the questions⃣
   Provide a balance of information and opinion⃣
   BALANCE the content: your main concern should be the central question: ………….⃣

Language:
   Show your range of vocabulary including specialist terms⃣
   Complex grammar structures⃣
    Appropriate for the style (is it addressed to your peers?) ⃣

Organisation:
   Introduction: the ‘identity’ of the place⃣
   1st body paragraph:………………..⃣
   2nd body paragraph: …………………..⃣
   Conclusion: recommendation ⃣



CPE – Writing
Review III - in class

Input Material
(Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/its-no-puzzle-why-escape-room-adventures-are-so-popular/2015/01/16/938370de-9b4f-11e4-96cc-e858eba91ced_story.html?

utm_term=.2635353de7f9)

 key         message           locked           loudspeaker     setup            solve        clues            mission

You’re Indiana Jones in the map room, positioning the Staff of Ra to reveal the secret location you’ve been searching 
for. You’re Harry Potter in the TriWizard Tournament, and you must ……………………. the sphinx’s riddle in order 
to pass. You’re the star of “National Treasure,” and you’ve just found the red-and-blue glasses in the hidden brick, and 
now there’s another ………………...on the back of the Declaration of Independence.

You’re you, trapped in a D.C. basement, frantically searching for .................................to root out the spy defector, and
the authorities are coming, and time is running out and — “Do you want a hint?”

The voice comes through the................................ in the corner of the room, and you’re shaken from the adrenaline-
fueled mission that had you feeling like an adventure-movie hero. Then you remember you’re in a......................... That 
you paid for.

The name of the game is “Escape Room” — a literal description for a complicated endeavor. A team of people             
signs up to be in a room, and must find clues and solve puzzles to complete a given...................... and                      
find the ................................. to escape.

**

briefed      descent          theme             security           vibe            mission       with       soundtrack        creepy

The escape room adventure in Glover Park starts with a……………………. into what was once a basement office, 
behind a Starbucks on Wisconsin Avenue. The room is packed …………………..  trendy, Pinterest-esque decor — 
chevron walls, barn wood, chalkboard art — a nod to the 20- to 30-something age group that escape rooms hope to 
attract. The spy…………………………... is throughout, with accents of mustaches, maps and fedoras. 
The……………………….. sounds like it should be playing while James Bond orders a drink.

Overall, Escape Room Live D.C. doesn’t feel claustrophobic and, ................................................as one might expect 
from a basement adventure. The............................ is meant to be fun and cozy — as cozy as being locked in a room 
can be.

Here’s how it works: 

A group ranging from two to 12 people is...............................  with the story line by the “gamemaster.” They are spies 
breaking into the office of one of their co-workers, who is believed to be leaking information to the enemy. Tomorrow, 
this evil spy is going to drop off information in a secret location in the city. The.................................. is to find out 
where. But as they enter the room, they will trip the ............................................... system. The door locks behind them 
and they have 45 minutes to find the key before being “caught.”

http://www.escaperoomlive.com/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/its-no-puzzle-why-escape-room-adventures-are-so-popular/2015/01/16/938370de-9b4f-11e4-96cc-e858eba91ced_story.html?utm_term=.2635353de7f9
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